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LAS VEGAS REGIONAL HEARING HIGHLIGHTS
I. Felony Disenfranchisement

Rachel Anderson, a professor of law at the William S. Boyd School of Law at the University of Nevada, highlighted the continuing problem of disenfranchisement for thousands of incarcerated and formerly incarcerated individuals in Nevada, many of whom are African American and Latino. 2010 data from the Sentencing Project shows that 21,000 African Americans, or 12.5 percent of the State’s African-American population, were disenfranchised in Nevada.1 Although Nevada does have laws that allow individuals to have their voting rights reinstated, Anderson pointed to research she conducted showing the difficulty of accessing the information needed to apply for reinstatement.2 “It took me a week to get the information, and I’m a law professor with a lot of resources at my disposal and have spent time working on these issues,” Anderson testified.

II. Language Assistance for Latino Voters in Clark County, Nevada

Andres Ramirez, representing Mi Familia Vota, pointed to the marked gains that have been made by Clark County’s Latino voters in both voter registration and turnout in the past decade, which he attributed to the county’s additional investment in language assistance.

“[Clark County] has actively recruited bilingual poll workers. They’ve provided ample information in Spanish and other languages and work with Hispanic and other community service organizations on identifying the best locations to conduct early voting.”

Andres did add, however, that the increase in the number of Latino voters has led to a need for more bilingual poll workers and registrars.

1 See: “State Data: Louisiana” by: The Sentencing Project (http://sentencingproject.org/map/statedata.cfm?abbrev=NV&mapdata=true)

2 Nev. Rev. Stat. § 213.090